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Unemployment benefit and the Omscholingsregeling 
 
Applying for unemployment benefit (WW-uitkering) 
Dancers preparing for retraining usually also apply for unemployment benefit. The procedure for 
doing so is different to normal. The Omscholingsregeling has agreed the procedure with the 
Employee Insurances Implementing Agency (UWV). 
 
The procedure 
The Omscholingsregeling passes on your name and some other details to the UWV head office in 
Amsterdam. They will then send you a special application form, which you must fill in and return as 
soon as possible to the head office. You must do so no later than two days after your contract as a 
dancer has terminated. 
The form must be accompanied by copies of your last two salary slips, the contract of employment 
from your last employer and your passport. If you come from outside Europe, you must also send a 
copy of your residency permit. 
 
The WW application form  
One of the conditions for an Unemployment Benefit is that someone must be available for the 
labour market. In other words, you have to show willingness to work. Question 2 of the special 
application form reads: ‘Are you immediately available for work from the moment you become 
unemployed?’ The answer to this question must therefore always be YES. It also asks you for the 
number of hours you are available. In all cases this is 40. 
So for form’s sake, you state that you are available for work and thus fulfil this WW condition. Once 
you start studying, you are exempt from the obligation of actively looking for work. 
 
After returning the form, it takes about four weeks for the UWV to take a decision about granting 
the benefit. You will be informed of this decision in a letter or order, as it is called (‘beschikking’ in 
Dutch). You can always object to this decision if there is something you do not agree with. If you 
wish to object, always contact the careers adviser. He will help you consider whether objecting is the 
wisest course and what the alternatives are.  
 
An objection must always be made within a period of 6 weeks of the date of the letter! If you do not 
do so, the objection will be declared inadmissible. 
 
 
During the WW period 
There are two important forms to keep in mind during the WW. The first is the Change Form   
Wijzigingsformulier) and the second the Income Form (Inkomstenformulier). The Change Form is 
intended to inform the UWV of any changes in your personal situation, such as a change of address 
or bank account number. However, it is also used for requesting holiday! People on benefit are 
entitled to 20 working days (= four weeks) of holiday per year while still drawing benefit. 
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You have to fill in the Income Form every month, stating any work you may have done and any 
income earned from it. NB: You must send this off every month, even if you have not earned any 
other income! Both forms can be submitted on www.mijnuwv.nl   
 
For submitting the forms via Internet, you will need a digital identity, the DigiD, which you can 
request via www.digid.nl. 
 
If benefit is granted, it will be paid out every month. You may expect the benefit to be paid within 
ten days after you have submitted the Income Form. You will receive a salary slip from the UWV 
called a specification.  
 
WW and studying 
If you are studying or are going to study, and this has been approved by the Omscholingsregeling, 
you do not have to apply for jobs while receiving unemployment benefit. Usually, people can only 
study if the UWV gives permission to do so. The Omscholingsregeling has made special agreements 
with the UWV about this as well. 
 
If you should get stuck with anything, just get in touch with the careers adviser or take a look at 
www.uwv.nl. 
 
Contact details St. Omscholingsregeling Dansers  
 
Johan M. Coenenstraat 4 -links 
1071 WG Amsterdam 
General  e-mail address: info@omscholingdansers.nl  
 
Website: www.omscholingdansers.nl  
 
For questions about the regulations, contract and retraining plan, careers advice etc.  
Paul Bronkhorst 
Tel. 06-22100177 
paul.bronkhorst@omscholingdansers.nl  
 
For questions about payments, declarations and individual premium payments, etc. 
John Hoedeman (Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday) or Karien van Schaik (Monday, Tuesday, 
Thursday and Friday) 
Tel. 06-22100177 
clients@omscholingdansers.nl  
 
For questions about plans for retraining and careers advice: 
Lieke van Campen  
Tel.  06-22100177 (Monday, Tuesday Thursday morning and Friday morning) 
lieke.vancampen@omscholingdansers.nl  
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